
Supplies: 
Oh So Sweet Stamps & Dies
Stencil Pack
White Cardstock
Oceanside, Aqua Sky, Sprout, Buttercup,
Grapefruit, Honeysuckle ink cubes
Enamel DotsEnamel Dots
Blending Brushes
Repositionable Adhesive
Foam Tape

Instructions:
1. Trim white cardstock to 4 ¼” x 5 ½”.
 
22. Use repositionable adhesive to adhere card down to scratch paper. Using post it tape, secure stripes 
stencil from the watermelon stencil set over card front. 

3. Using post it notes or post it tape, mask off around top stripe. 

4. Lightly ink blend on Oceanside ink with a blending brush. Very light pressure and do not go all the 
way towards the center. We just want a hint of color on the outer edges of the card front to show us
the lines. 

5. Remove masks and mask off the next stripe by using post it tape or post it notes. 

66. Repeat steps 4-5 for the remaining stripes, working your way down the card in a rainbow of color: 
Aqua Sky, Sprout, Buttercup, Grapefruit & Honeysuckle.

7. Starting back at the top of the card, line up post it tape on the top and bottom edge of the stripe and 
ink blend that coordinating color to fill in the center. This should give you a complete stripe across
your card.  

8. Repeat step 7 with the remaining colors.

9. You should now have a rainbow striped background.

1010. Trim striped panel to 3 ½” x 5 ½” and adhere to 4 ¼” x 5 ½” card base. 

11. On another piece of white cardstock, stamp the banner from Oh So Sweet stamp set in black ink

12. Pick a sentiment and line up in the banner. Using a rainbow assortment of ink, stamp sentiment.

13. Die cut banner with coordinating die and attach to card front with foam tape.

14. Embellish with enamel dots.


